"REPLY TO LETTERS"

SERIES #3

FEB. 24, 1992

(This time I hope to have this run through the "SHARP" [Semi-COMPUTERIZED] TYPEWRITER.)

LUCIUS & MATTIE SPAULDING (ARIZ.)

I am reviewing your Letter of SEPTEMBER 18, 1991. This was an Order for 5,000 "HELL TRACTS" to "ANN DeMICHAEL," PUBLISHER. We went to work on that RIGHT AWAY and printed 500 EXTRA for ourselves. (So our MAILING LIST has seen them.) We cut out the DEAD-WOOD in our MAILING LIST from about 3,500 to 250. But we print 1,500 of most PUBLICATIONS as we EXPECT a real "CRISIS!" "SUDDEN!" and "UN-LOOKED FOR!" bringing our people: "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" COL 412 (421). This is NOT the "SUNDAY LAW!" for they were YATTERING AWAY about that for the last 100 YEARS! So that would NOT be: "UNLOOKED FOR!" It might be a NUCLEAR BOMB to wipe out "ISRAEL!" "...the END [of the JEWISH NA- TION!]

DA 628. RH 3:336-8, 343-4, 632-3; 4:156, 341-2. T5:753. DA 387,635,739. (WRITTEN before there was a "JEWISH NATION!" (1898.)

THIS WOULD INVOLVE ALL "SABBATH-KEEPERS!"

DID YOU HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH THE JEWISH PLOT TO "RULE THE WORLD?" As those who "LIVE by the SWORD will DIE by the SWORD!" I wonder what SPOT those 2,000 to 2,500 ADVENTISTS will be in who entered the "GULF WAR!" to get $9,000.00 each.
THAT "WAR!" IS NOT OVER YET - !!! IMAGINE a "WAR!" where the "ENEMY!" is still VERY-MUCH-ALIVE! And "BUSH!" NEARLY DIED! It could have been SETTLED WITHOUT A WAR! so said TOP DIPLOMATS! ALL WARS ARE CRAZY ANYWAY! Where is ADVENTISTS' JUSTIFICATION TO GET INTO THIS WAR - ??? OUR SAFETY WILL PROVE WE NEVER WENT ALONG WITH THEM! Let it be said LOUD AND CLEAR! we do NOT "BELIEVE!" the SAME as "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" NEITHER DO WE THINK ANYTHING OF THAT LOUSY "NAME!" ESPECIALLY their "GOOD NAME!" WHAT "GOOD" NAME - ??? "...she shall ABHOR HERSELF!" T8:250. "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT...!" "THE ADULTRESS SHALL SURELY BE PUT-TO-DEATH!" Leviticus 20:10. "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2.

"THE DESOLATION OF JERUSALEM IN THE DAYS OF JEREMIAH

is a "SOLEMN WARNING" to modern Israel..."He that REMAINETH in this CITY shall DIE by the SWORD, by the FAMINE, and by the PESTILENCE: but he that goeth forth to the CHALDEANS shall LIVE!" PK 417,455,513,368. (REBELS BEWARE!) T8:67. RH 4:341-2. PK 426,429,469. 1884 GC 37-8,441-5. T4:167. T8:67. T1:190,270. RH 1:40. We see NO REASON WHATEVER to stay with the DOOMED "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH!" DOOMED AS WAS OLD JERUSALEM. When others RUSH IN! WE WILL RUSH OUT! (There are more than half a Dozen references here already!) Who can deny T5:211-2! Because of 210,463. URIAH SMITH CUT OUT THE STRONGEST ONES!

P. SIMONS (SOUTH AFRICA.)

"X-MASS" and "EASTER!" We should have had a GOOD "X-MASS & EASTER" TRACT - YEARS AGO! We did put it in the PUBLICATIONS MANY TIMES. NO ONE WILL BE "SEALED" who does not show them "ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS!" "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" T3:267.

TO PUT AN END TO THE QUACKING OF "FORD" -

EZEKIEL 9 is the "SEALING CHAPTER." LONG BEFORE CHRIST'S COMING - !!! 7 PLAGUES BEFORE! REVELATION 4,5,6,7, and all the way through to CHAPTER 18 is the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!"
WHAT ELSE IS IT - ???

THIS WAS THE ONLY CHURCH THAT HAD THE TRUTH ABOUT THAT - !!! SEALED ON THE RIGHT SIDE - "OR ELSE" - "7 LAST PLAGUES!!" That is the THREAT of Rev. 18. THE PLAGUES ARE FOUND IN REVELATION 15,16. REVELATION 17 begins with the GREATEST "LIGHT!" from HEAVEN ever given! And what is that LIGHT? The "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!!" that WARNS "GOD'S PEOPLE" to "SEPARATE!!" "COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE!!" or "PARTAKE" of her "SINS!!" and "RECEIVE" of her "PLAGUES!!" Rev. 18:4. And just WHY should the "SAINTS REJOICE!!" when "BABYLON" gets it? BECAUSE by her SORCERIES she JUST ABOUT "CAPTIVATED" THE WHOLE WORLD! THERE COULD NOT BE ONE LEFT! that did not fall for "MASS-HYPNOTISM!!" Which is the ULTIMATE of "SORCERY!!" EW 88,263. GOD'S PEOPLE WILL BE RIDICULED for their "SEPARATION from "SEDUCING SPIRITS!!" and "FREE-LOVISM!!" which is the ULTIMATE of "SPIRITUALISM!!" GC 554-558. EV. 597.

THE FORD-BRINSMEAD-FRED WRIGHT-HEPPENSTALL-STANDISH

ELEMENT go all out for "LOVE UNLIMITED!!" and now it is "UNCONDITIONAL!!" A FITTING SLOGAN FOR: "SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL ON PLANET EARTH" by HAL LINDSEY p.219. And CRAZY WILSON in that "27 THING!!" p.vii,6,25,32, 274,305,350,356. (AND THEY) "...committed FORNICA-
TION...WITH HER.!!" Rev. 18:9. THE SAINTS WILL "RE-
JOICE!!" REVELATION 18:20 because they ESCAPED her ECUMENICAL "LOVE!!" ESCAPED THE TRAP and SNARE!

IN THE "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!!" IN EZEKIEL 9 -

they were "SEALED with the SEAL of the LIVING GOD!!" if they showed them "ALL the "ABOMINATIONS THAT BE DONE IN THE CHURCH!!" T3:267. RH 2:49. And the "ABOMI-
NATION CHAPTER" is EZEKIEL 8 - !!! We do not know what all those "ABOMINATIONS!!" are - but we know: "TURN
THEE YET AGAIN, and thou shalt see GREATER ABOMINA-
TIONS!!" Going from EZEKIEL 8:6,9,13,14, (X-MASS to the WORST OF ALL! 15,16 EASTER!!) Which has no higher Authority than the POPE OF ROME and BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM! And "ABOUT 5 and 20" ADVENTIST PREACHERS going up the Hill to greet the "RISING SUN" with BILLY GOAT BILLY ON EASTER SUNDAY MORNING! The "SEALING"
Angel arises from the EAST to BURN the "MARK OF THE BEAST" in their FOREHEADS! NO ESCAPE! NICHOLS STARTED THAT and when I EXPOSED IT - he WARNED ME WITH LAW! I took off 3 MONTHS SOLID TO REPLY - he got so RAVING MAD - he RUPERTED HIS "AORTA" and PUMPED HIS HEART DRY - on a very "GOOD FRIDAY!" He brought "IN" EASTER - he went "OUT!" with it! "CURSED be the man...that riseth up and (RE) BUILDETH this CITY "JERICHO!"" PK 230. "JERICHO, a HEATHEN STRONGHOLD, the CENTER of the worship of ASHTORETH, VILEST and MOST DEGRADING of all CANAANITISH forms of Idolatry!" PK 220,229,255, 282. TM 410. PP 487. WORSHIP OF THE MANY-BREASTED QUEEN OF HEAVEN - THE LOVE QUEEN OF JEZEBEL'S GROVES - THAT ELIJAH OPPOSED! NOW YOU WILL FIND "EASTER" IN THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" ASHTORETH-EASTER! EZEKIEL 8:16-18. "When the EARLY CHURCH became CORRUPTED by departing from the SIMPLICITY of the GOSPEL, and accepting HEATHEN RITES and CUSTOMS, she LOST the SPIRIT and POWER of God...The result was the "PAPACY!" GC 443. "THEY are FOLLOWING in the TRACK of ROMANISM!" TM 362. T7:181. DA 618. RH 1:300. "SATAN...HAS INSPired THEM!" (SAME.) "GOD CALLS FOR "REFORMERS!" 195.

NOW YOU CAN FIND ALL THE REFERENCES YOU WANT for "EASTER!" Just look up "ASHTORETH!" ("JERICHO!") AND FOR "X-MASS?" Just look up "ADVENTIST HOME!" and look up the REFERENCES they give there - look up the ORIGINAL RH ARTICLES and see what they LEFT OUT! And no one will fool you again about "X-MASS!" and "EASTER!" DO NOT SPEND A DIME ON "X-MASS!" PUT UP A TREE FOR MONEY? That was a "DARE!" not a "LICENSE!" NEVER PUT UP ANOTHER ONE!

"X-MASS MONEY-TREE."

Adventists were FOREVER after ELLEN WHITE to give them "PERMISSION" to put up a TREE. She had told them to take the CHILDREN out to the FARM on that Day - to "GRANDMA'S." But they kept BUGGING her like ISRAEL wanted "MEAT!" instead of "MANNA!" So He gave them MEAT (QUAIL) until it came out of their "NOSTRILS!" PP 381. So He gave them the "CHRISTMAS TREE!" PUT MONEY ON IT! Let's see how LONG you will do THAT! I
many people - did your Church ever put up a "MONEY-TREE?" Quite a few said: "YES!" So I asked them how many YEARS? Only ONE YEAR - only ONE said they did it TWO YEARS. I doubt if there is a single Church that bothers at all - TODAY. That was NOT a "LICENSE!" - it was a "DARE!"

TO SHOW THE STUBBORNNESS AND PERVERSITY OF MAN -

WILLIE and ARTHUR WHITE not wanting us to know the "GREAT CONTROVERSY?" was CHANGED - represented (TO THIS DAY!) that the 1888 was the "ORIGINAL BOOK!" (See INSIDE COVER of NEW "ODOM" INDEX!

IN 1885 THE ADVENTISTS PUT OUT -

"FACTS FOR THE TIMES" - A collection of "ONE THOUSAND HISTORICAL STATEMENTS!" A sort of "BIBLE READINGS."

What ADVENTISTS BELIEVE! (in 1885). On p.82-3 we have the STRONGEST STATEMENT against "EASTER!! You would ever hope to see. THAT STATEMENT was put into "1888 GREAT CONTROVERSY" p.386-7. A STATEMENT BY "HOWARD CROSBY!!" I have another "FACTS FOR THE TIMES" (1893) THAT "EASTER" STATEMENT is strangely MISSING! They had "NEW-MODELLED THE CAUSE!!" It is ALSO MISSING in the 1911 "GREAT CONTROVERSY!!" See what "HOWARD CROSBY" says THERE! p.387.

IF LOOKING IN THE USED-BOOK STORE -

for a Genuine 1888 BOOK - look for "COPYRIGHT 1888" and NOTHING ELSE! To show you how the Lord works - since KEEPING of the "HEATHEN RITES AND CUSTOMS!" is the GREATEST OF ALL "ABOMINATIONS" in the sight of God in EZEKIEL 8 (THE "ABOMINATION" CHAPTER!!) The so-called STANDISH-VANCE FERRELL-WHEELING "REFORM" have FLOODED the World with the 1888 - HENCE THE "EASTER" WARNING. IN SPITE OF THAT GLARING FACT - IN SPITE OF THAT BEING "EASTER SUN-RISE WORSHIP" - they BRAZENLY and DEFIANTLY keep the FAVORITE "QUEEN OF FERTILITY" DAY with the WORLD started by NICHOLS WHO THREATENED ME WITH "LAW!!" when I EXPOSED IT! The ANGEL REACHED IN AND TORE OPEN the main ARTERY leaving the HEART - and pumped it DRY - in SECONDS. He NEVER threatened anyone ever again. They carried his BIER "8 ABREAST!!" WORMS licked his Bones clean. May there by many Happy
Returns. AND THEY ARE GOING WHOLESALE WITH HEART - CANCER - MENTAL. And "AIDS!" "As ye SOW - so shall ye REAP!" "GOOD FOR GOOD!" "EVIL FOR EVIL!" "FULL MEASURE - PRESSED DOWN! AND RUNNING OVER!" (THE GOLDEN RULE!) "THE LAW ABOVE ALL LAWS!" "FATE!" "KARMA!" "KISMET!"

WHEN THE PEOPLE "SYMPATHIZED!" with the FATE OF KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM - THE LORD CUT THEM DOWN ALSO - !!! PP 401-405. Gc 28,378-382. KEEP YOUR SYMPATHIES IN CHECK - YOUR "LOVE!" ALSO! IT IS NOT "UNCONDITIONAL!"

THIS IS ONLY ABOUT 5 PAGES BUT YOU NOW KNOW WHAT OUR PRINCIPLES ARE!

JUNE CLARK (NEW ZEALAND)

IT IS INTERESTING HOW "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" - (The "NAME" the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" gives GOD'S "REMNANT" in the Last Days) HALF WAY THROUGH GC SHE QUIT CALLING THEM "ADVENTISTS" - once you get unto that - you can find "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" - 100 TIMES! RH 1:32. T1:179. It would be more like 200 TIMES! In the 1893 "FACTS FOR THE TIMES!" by the R&H PUB. CO., BATTLE CREEK - they featured "TRADITION AGAINST THE BIBLE!" p.21. And there they took after those who go by "TRADITIONS OF THE JEWS!" "THE TALMUD." "JERUSALEM TALMUD." "BABYLON TALMUD." I WAS TOLD A LARGE NUMBER OF "POPEs!" WERE "JEWISH!" The BIG FRIEND of ADVENTISTS - "CARDINAL BEA" was JEWISH. Did you know that one or two "POPEs" were WOMEN? One gave BIRTH to a BABY right in a "PROCESSION!" No Wonder they wear such BIG SKIRTS! IN A HIGH WIND there are some SIGHTS to be seen! "."...will bring to LIGHT the HIDDEN THINGS of DARKNESS!" 1 Cor. 4:5.

IN BOTH WARS THE JEWS WERE SPIES ON BOTH SIDES!

RIGHT AT THIS MOMENT in the NEWS LAST NIGHT - the
JEWS are THREATENING AMERICA if they do not "GUARANTEED!" their MULTI-BILLION $ LOANS - "LOANS!" that they somehow get "CANCELLED!" JEWS have taken over this Church - that is why they have so much to say about: "CATHOLICS!" To draw attention away from THEMSELVES. THE SPY YELLS: "SPY!" In the Face of EVERYONE calling the "CHRIST-KILLERS" by the name of "GOD'S PEOPLE!" She wrote:

SOME ADVENTIST "JEW" TOOK "JEW" OUT OF DA 628.

(In some Books it is p.629.) "Many FALSE "MESSIAHS" WILL APPEAR, claiming to work MIRACLES, and declaring that the "TIME!" of the DELIVERANCE of the JEWISH NATION (Written when there WAS-NO-JEWISH-NATION!) THESE WILL MISLEAD MANY...(READ ALL OF THIS!) THE JEWISH (LIFTED OUT OF DA 628-9 but found in ORIGINAL RH 3:336-8, 343-4, 632-3.) THE JEWISH PEOPLE have looked to THEMSELVES. They have NOT REPENTED and been CONVERTED that I should heal THEM. THE "SIGNS" that they represent as tokens of their release from BONDAGE, are "SIGNS!" of their "DESTRUCTION!" DA 628-9. "The ADVENT of CHRIST will SURPRISE the FALSE TEACHERS. "THEY" are saying, "PEACE and SAFETY!" (T5:211.) LIKE THE PRIESTS and TEACHERS before the FALL of JERUSALEM, they look for "THE CHURCH!" to enjoy EARTHLY PROSPERITY and GLORY. "THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES" they interpret as foreshadowing this. BUT WHAT SAYS THE WORD OF INSPIRATION? - "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION COMETH UPON "THEM!"...as a SNAKE!" DA 635. "A NATION'S SIN and a NATION'S ruin was DUE to the RELIGIOUS LEADERS...THAT people who chose BARABBAS in the place of Christ were to feel the CRUELTY of BARABBAS as long as TIME-SHALL-LAST! DA 738-9. (Now we will see WHO believes the TESTIMONIES!) THAT'S WHERE "URIAH SMITH" BROKE WITH "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" and that's where we had a BIG BREAK in our MEETINGS in FAR EASTERN CANADA - we had a NEST of JEWS who went from there all across America "WE ARE GODS!" NLP - "MASS-HYPNOSIS!" The ULTIMATE of SORCERY-SPIRITUALISM! THE DEVIL'S TRAIN! EW 88 and 263. EW 86-7,101-2,123-5, 227-8,242-3,254-6,261-3,270-4,277-285.
THE SIMKINS (N.Y.)

"SHEPHERD'S ROD?" "BACHAND?" "JESUITS?" I think I will have them at the "MAIL SHOP." We will send you all the "PACKETS" we have. 3 or 4 of them - that will take you way back. WRITE AGAIN! THANK YOU!

RICHARD H. BRESEE (CA.)

(CALEB ALONSO?) ANOTHER "FALLEN STAR!" T8:81. YOU ARE RIGHT! If he is travelling with FRED ALLEBACH - "THAT IS NOT GOOD!" It is MORE than THAT! It is a DISASTER! They were supposed to have been "FRIENDS!" for "YEARS!" Also with JOHN SMITH. "NLP." "NEW AGE." "NEURO-LINGUISTIC-PROGRAMMING." "ERICKSON HYPNOSIS." "LAB 1 and LAB 2." PENTECOSTALISM - JIMMY SWAGGART - "FREE-LOVE!" "TRANCE-FORMATIONS." "FROGS INTO PRINCES." "POSITIVE THINKING." "UNCONSCIOUS MIND." "SPIRIT GUIDE." "LEAD CONSULTANTS." "CHURCH GROWTH SEMINARS." "WE ARE GODS!"

A NEST OF JEWS CAME TO OUR MEETINGS IN OSHAWA - and held their own "AFTER-MEETINGS" and concluded that to "SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS" and the "CHANGES" in the BOOKS - was NO WAY to "WIN FRIENDS!" and "INFLUENCE POCKET-BOOKS" AND "SILLY WOMEN!!" So FRED ALLEBACH took them to OHIO and from there all across AMERICA - to show them how it is done! They would have got away with it if it had not been for WIDE-AWAKE WOMEN who notified us what was going on and until they ran into JULIA E. WRIGHT on the WEST COAST. There is only ONE PROTECTION when running into a PSYCHIC like when FRED (WHINING) ALLEBACH came into my Bedroom and tried to MESMERIZE ME! is to get INSTANTLY ANGRY! AND RESIST EVERYTHING HE SAYS - !!! You CANNOT TOLERATE an AGENT OF THE DEVIL! Nor enter into DEBATE With HIM! It was all I could do to keep from THROWING HIM OUT OF THE ROOM! At that Time I did not really realize WHY. It was first LATER that I found out. Why I bristled in his PRESENCE. A SELF-PROTECTIVE MECHANISM. I had heard from NO ONE that he practiced HYPNOTISM, in fact - I doubt if he did. I think he STARTED RIGHT THERE, was given over to the Devil as a result of REJECTING the MESSAGE. HIS LAST CHANCE. SESSLER MIXED WITH THEM AND SAW - NOTHING WRONG! The
WOMEN saw it. ANN DeMICHAEL asked JOHN SMITH point-blank on the PHONE - "Are you Teaching that WE-ARE-"GODS?" He answered: "YES! WE-ARE-GODS!" "They look for a "GOD" in HUMANITY, and SATAN personifies the one they seek...HUMANITY is hailed as "GOD!" TM 365. "A LIE, BELIEVED, PRACTICED, becomes a "TRUTH!" to them ...THESE ARE FALSE "GODS!" TM 364. "...taking their counsel as "THE VOICE OF GOD!"...ALL HEAVEN IS FILLED WITH INDIGNATION!" TM 374,494. "...the SPIRIT of "ANTICHRIST!"...SATAN, clothed in ANGEL ROBES, will deceive, if possible, the very elect. There will be "GODS!" many - and "LORDS!" many. EVERY WIND OF DOCTRINE WILL BE BLOWING. Those who have rendered SUPREME HOMAGE to "SCIENCE FALSELY SO-CALLED" will (DRUG-MOGULS) WILL NOT BE THE "LEADERS" THEN...THEY DID NOT KEEP PACE WITH THE "LIGHT"...In the last solemn work FEW "GREAT MEN!" will be engaged...HE-CANNOT-USE-THEM!...in the "SHAKING, TESTING TIME!" T5:80. (READ ON! AND UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU READ! THESE 2 PAGES - T5:80-1.) FOR THE FIRST TIME!

CLEO RAPÉ (IDAHO)

I wil turn your Letter back to ANN. Thank you for writing.

BACK TO RICHARD H. BRESEE (CA.)

The "TRACTS" by Vance Ferrell on "CHARLES WHEELING" send to "PILGRIM'S REST" BEERSHEBA SPRINGS, TN. 37305.

MADELYN LEWIS (OHIO)

IF VANCE FERRELL IS TRYING TO DESTROY MY INFLUENCE - that is NOTHING. But if he REFUSES the TRUTH of the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" - not even FORD is as CROOKED AS THAT! Those who REJECT the TRUTH will be "LEFT!" by the ANGELS of God and THEN (T1:181-2,187) THEN they will NOT have any STABILITY in ANYTHING. They will be at SEA - with no SHORE in SIGHT.

NELTA HAMILTON (KY.)

We have you down for 5 NEW BOOKS - thank you! I ordered a BOOK - "AMERICAN SAINTS AND SEERS" - EDWARD RICE. ISBN 0-590-075810 AACR2. I wrote to "PUBLI-
SHERS" and the letter came back. ANYONE READING THIS could tell me where to obtain it - I SHOULD HAVE THIS BOOK for what it says about ADVENTISTS and ELLEN WHITE. The ADDRESS given of PUBLISHERS was: "FOUR WINDS PRESS" (A Division of Scholastic, Inc.) 50 West 44th Street, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036. Would like a copy in PAPERBACK if available. KNOW HOW I CAN GET ONE?

MARY L. MANTIEFFEL (ONTARIO - CANADA)

You spent a lot of Time in giving me a History - DEAR TO A MOTHER'S HEART - the History of your Family. This took a LOT of CAREFUL REMEMBERING so if you would like that letter back - to use it again - let me know so I can return it. It is of interest to us - ONCE. And then it gets BURIED with other letters. And that would be a SHAME if you could use the DETAILS AGAIN. You are welcome to have it. I suppose by now you have ONE 1884 BOOK - the others will follow. You are on the Mailing List.

DAVID C. KUNZ (MA.)

Thank you for your sweet Note. And the $60.00.

FERN LINTON (NV.)

"THE MARK OF THE BEAST." I see this letter was dated October 2, 1991. BUT I FAILED TO MARK THE ENVELOPE to show that I had answered this Question. So I will do it again. It is not just: "THE KEEPING OF SUNDAY!" It is in the TIME of the "SEALING!" That's where GERMAN REFORM went off the DEEP END. Trying to make out the "SEALING!" has taken place since 1844. And SESSLER saying the SAME (although he says it "MIGHT" be since 1888.)

THE ANSWER IS IN ONE WORD: "OR!"

"NOW, when the great work of "JUDGING THE LIVING!" is about to BEGIN (That was "NOT!" 1844 nor 1888!)...In "EVERY" case the great decision IS-TO-BE-MADE whether we SHALL receive "THE MARK OF THE BEAST; or his "IMAGE" OR OR OR the "SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD!"

76:130. BC 7:977. ST March 22, 1910. "...ye know not when the TIME IS!" GC 490. "NO ONE HAS YET
RECEIVED THE "MARK OF THE BEAST!" The TESTING TIME has NOT-YET-COME!" Manuscript 51, 1899. (And that was NOT 1844 or 1888!) "WHEN DOES THIS TAKE PLACE? When you OBEY the "DECREE!" RH July 13, 1897. Ev. 235.

NO ADVENTIST SAW THIS BEFORE!

WHO MAKES THE "DEATH DECREE?" ADVENTISTS! SO INSANE CRAZY to FORCE everyone to FOLLOW THEM! They "RAMIK!" through the "SUNDAY LAW DEATH-DECREE!" "MAGEN and SPAULDING 1,2.

THEY KEEP "SUNDAY" BEFORE THEY HAVE TO! GC 608.

1884 GC 426. There will be some "OUTCASTS!" that will get the "VICTORY!" over the BEAST, and over the IMAGE, and over his MARK!" (The 144,000 OUTCAST PHILADELPHIANS!) 1884 GC 282-2.

"THE TIME WILL COME WHEN THIS DAY WILL BE THE "TEST!"

but that "TIME!" has not yet come!" MS 118, 1899. BC 7:977. It would be WELL to Teach - especially WOMEN and CHILDREN - to PREPARE themselves to RESOLVE not to follow ADVENTISM that will PASS THE "DEATH DECREE!" MAGEN and SPAULDING, 1,2. LET THEM BE "OUTCASTS" of the Church "NOW!" For it is the "OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL!" that receive the "SEAL!" 1884 GC 282-3.

LET VANCE FERRELL PUT THIS IN HIS PIPE

AND SMOKE IT - !!!

* * * * * * * * *

FORD ALSO - !!!

* * * * * * * * *

"THE MARK OF THE BEAST!" is MORE than keeping SUNDAY! It is the KEEPING of a PARTICULAR "SUNDAY!" It is called: "THE OMEGA!" The "OMEGA!" is as FAR as they can GO! That is the LAST and FINAL "ABomination!" EZEKIEL 8:15 to 18; 9:1 to 11; 10:2; 11:1,2,10 to 13,21; 12:13 to 16, 20 to 27; 13:2 to 17,22,23; 14:14 to 22; 16:2,22,26 to 44. (Keep on reading EZEKIEL!)
WE ARE LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO HAPPEN
SOME "EASTER" MORNING!

JANET RICHARDS (FAR EASTERN CANADA.)

Thank you for writing. Will try to get that TAPE to you.

GEORGE HUBLEY (B.C., CANADA.)

I know this is FAR TOO LATE to acknowledge your October 22, 1991 LETTER and the $600.00. But the best I can say is that I will have to do better in the future. Very Sorry!

MAZIE TORKELSON (N.Y.)

YES! Your Dec. 30, 1991 letter had $100.00 in it. SR. WHITE PREDICTED as the End draws near people will give $100.00 as readily as they $1.00 then. We found when we began we received MANY $1.00 Offerings. That certainly has CHANGED - we SELDOM EVER get $1.00 any more. It is either a GOOD OFFERING or NOTHING. You know where we get the LEAST MONEY? From MINISTERS and DOCTORS. Dr. RUE found the same. They are "RICH!" and increased with (their own) "GOODS!" and in NEED - of "NOTHING!" HOW THEY HATE THE "MIDNIGHT CRY!" And if they would once start CHECKING if the BOOKS have been CHANGED - that would mean NOTHING BUT "TROUBLE!" for THEM! So they may CHECK A FEW THINGS - and then get TWICE AS MAD! If they see it is so! So certainly they will want to hear - NO MORE! It might spoil their SMUG SECURITY! SOME - like WIELAND - sent money ($10.00 TWICE!) just to find out what we TEACH so they can ATTACK US! A STAB IN THE BACK! But I know of NOTHING that they REFUSED - it is just that we do not have the "RIGHT SPIRIT!" (If we FOLLOWED THEM! then we would have "THE RIGHT SPIRIT!") That will be the Day!

OH! I HAVE ANOTHER LETTER FROM YOU!

December 2, 1991 - another $100.00. THANK YOU!
"AIDS-LIKE VIRUS!" damaging CATTLE..."COMMON in U.S.
HERDS!" "THE ARIZONA DAILY STAR" June 1, 1991. We
will see what we can do about "TAPES!"

ELVIS PLACER (AUSTRALIA)

SORRY! to be so LATE. We are bogged down with getting
50,000 (1884 GC) BOOKS printed and so much more to do
before we get them OUT. TWO TRUCK LOADS and then got
them WET - and have to DRY them. (Some of them.) I
am sending your Letter down to the SHOP to see what
TAPES to send you. We would appreciate when you get
your "FREE!" 1884 BOOK - you would let us know HOW
LONG it took to get there.

NELTA HAMILTON (KY.)

SOME TAPES we knew were BAD - but we sent them anyway
to find out how BADLY they were made so we would NEVER
again deal with that Company. It may be we will end
up making our own. But we HOPE we can find a RELIABLE
COMPANY so we need not set up for it. I AM GLAD YOU
VISITED THE LOCAL SDA CHURCH (since you moved into
that area) and each time - WALKED OUT! That is about
the only SAFETY NOW. Then you give the REASONS WHY
you WALKED OUT! (1) They showed a VIDEO (SS CLASS)
showing a HEAVY MAKE-UP WOMAN (not SDA) PLENTY OF
JEWELRY and was a "COMEDIAN" (CLOWN) to make people
LAUGH. This was recommended by SDA HIGHER-UPS to show
the people. (2) 80 year MAN stopped you and said he
heard a MINISTER in this CHURCH tell the people that
EGW said we do not need her Writings. You offered
that Preacher $50.00 to show you THAT REFERENCE and at
3rd Meeting he had not found it yet! You asked him
what does he do with Rev.12:17. - "HERE ARE THEY THAT
KEEP...AND HAVE TESTIMONY OF JESUS!" Rev. 19:10. "So
you kind of thought this is NOT THE RIGHT CHURCH!
GOOD FOR YOU! (3) Found them holding "COOKING SCHOOL"
before SS. And then showed another VIDEO of COMEDIAN
WOMAN #(1) So again you WALKED OUT! "I SHALL NEVER
RETURN TO THIS CHURCH AGAIN!" Thank you for your
Testimony. AS SR. WHITE SAID: Some SDA CHURCHES you
have to go out and see the NAME on the CHURCH other-
wise you are NOT SURE if you are in an SDA CHURCH.
They are the SAME AS BABYLON! CANNOT TELL THE DIFFERENCE. MANY for that reason LEAVE THE CHURCH FOR GOOD - and NEVER go back. One OUTSIDE CHURCH uses NO MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS and goes by NT ONLY. When he was finished you are SURE the people were "AS CONFUSED AS HE WAS!" "NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST!" "MEET IT!" Series B 2:15,58. This is just to show some on the List what experience some run into and it will ENCOURAGE OTHERS to have a MIND OF THEIR OWN. Because we are surely going to need that from here on out...

ELVIS PLACER (AUSTRALIA)

IMAGINE! Just as I was writing this page - along comes your NEW LETTER. This is the FIRST TIME I saw "THE PROTESTANT" GPO Box 331166, MELBOURNE 3001 (AUSTRALIA). 16 Pages. We knew the CHURCH was "QUICK!" to take them to COURT for DISTRIBUTING that by the THOUSAND throughout AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND without the Adventist's Pope's PERMISSION. We also knew as shown in SDA "RECORD" Feb. 1, 1992 - p.11 - that they were SHOCKED and SURPRISED at how QUICK these "INDEPENDENTS" were to STRIKE BACK! and launch a "COUNTER-SUIT!!" So the "CHURCH!!" had to back-track and WITHDRAW the SUIT as long as the "INDEPENDENTS" and "ADVENTISTS" distributing the "THE PROTESTANT" showed CLEARLY on the FRONT PAGE WHO THEY WERE! That should go without SAYING! WE HATE people that put out LITERATURE with "NO-NAME!" USUALLY SNEAKY PEOPLE! Let that be a Lesson. GIVE YOUR NAME - WHO YOU ARE!
WHAT HAVE YOU TO HIDE - ???

BILL PARKS TAPE -

I have not listened to it - just came from Town - but it seems some one sent me a Tape by him. At the SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA MEETINGS - he was a LOUD-MOUTH and had to DOMINATE the MEETINGS. He was as SLICK and QUICK as a VIPER - to follow the LEAD of BRINSMEAD (and had the same SIDE-KICK as BRINSMEAD HAD (BOB WHITE - their "AMEN, CHARLIE!)
I was told they finally GOT "CONVERTED!" away from BRINSMEAD. That would be the WONDER of the 20th Century. BILL PARKS could RATTLE OFF - how we got "JUSTIFICATION!" in the "OUTER COURT!" I did not know we got ANYTHING in
the "OUTER COURT!" except the "7 LAST PLAGUES!" But he played that Tune - "SANCTIFICATION!" in the "HOLY PLACE!" and "GLORIFICATION!" in the MOST HOLY! I will listen to see if there is any MODIFICATION. I doubt it. Doesn't seem POSSIBLE for one so DELUDED and so full of "I AM SAVED!" SELF-IMPORTANCE to ever change. "I question whether GENUINE REBELLION is ever CURABLE!" SM 2:393. "Call REBELLION by its' RIGHT NAME and APOSTASY by its' RIGHT NAME!" (SAME.) "...which becomes INCURABLE and ENDS in DESTRUCTION!" T4:211. PUR 112. T5:672.

IT WAS URIAH SMITH - CHANGING THE BOOKS -

that led this people to REJECT "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" by his ADDING his GREAT WISDOM about the HOLY PLACE!" Led this people a merry chase that "SINS" must be "FORGIVEN" ONLY in the "FIRST APARTMENT!" But there is MORE DONE - NOT LESS! in the "MOST HOLY PLACE!"

"EVERY CASE WAS DECIDED, EVERY JEWEL NUMBERED -

Jesus tarried a moment in the OUTER COURT APARTMENT of the HEAVENLY SANCTUARY, and the SINS which HAD BEEN CONFESSIONed while He was in the MOST HOLY PLACE were placed upon SATAN, the ORIGINATOR of Sin, who must suffer their PUNISHMENT!" EW 280-1. SG 1:199. EW 48,251 to 256,279,261,32,36. GC 430.

SINS WERE FORGIVEN IN MOST HOLY PLACE -

PUTS AN END to 1959 AUSTRALIAN "AWAKENING!" and BILL PARKS and BOB WHITE who were so PROUD they LED OUT in WORSHIPPING "BRINSMEAD!" They THREATENED ME BODILY if I did not STOP SPEAKING AGAINST BRINSMEAD in SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA MEETINGS - 1984. MUST SEND YOU TAPE ON THAT. BOB WHITE played with TAPE CONTROL while I was speaking. TOO LONG TO TELL YOU EVERYTHING. Unless I make a Special Tape. VERY IMPORTANT - could you obtain what BILL PARKS says on TAPE - can you get that in WRITING? I WANT IT IN WRITING. Will pay for it. THAT DEVIL COMING ON THE SCENE AGAIN - !!! Does he seem to have a FOLLOWING - ??? What he says must be "MET!" He cannot get away with his LIES. I listened to the Tape but it is not too clear. I think
you sent me the OTHER ONE BY HIM. ALL THESE FALSE PROPHETS FAIL TO CONSIDER BOOK CHANGES. NEVER will understand "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" as long as they do not consider BOOK CHANGES made to "PROVE!" that LADICEA is going to "FINISH THE WORK!" Does T5:211 sound like it - ???

I SEE HE RAVES AWAY ABOUT "ALTAR OF INCENSE!"

That has been a STUMBLING BLOCK right along. MANY THEORIES ABOUT THAT - we can do NOTHING against the TRUTH but FOR THE TRUTH. I have a NEW IDEA about that - must find out a thing or two before I am SURE - if I am right - that ANSWERS THE QUESTION. DOES NOT THE HIGH-PRIEST HAVE A HAND-HELD CONTAINER WITH INCENSE and FIRE that he takes OFF THE ALTER - ???. Seems that is so if it is - THAT is the ANSWER. He can take that with him. THIS WOULD BE ANOTHER "NEW LIGHT!" God is still with us. We are not smashed yet. Not quite.

HAND-HELD CENSERS

I REMEMBER and REMEMBER WELL - when D.L.FRIEND put us BACK into the HOLY PLACE (FIRST APARTMENT) HOW WE WRESTLED AT THAT TIME about "ALTER OF INCENSE!" The Priest HAD to minister in the FIRST APARTMENT to offer up the PRAYERS of God's people - O yes! It HAD to be in the FIRST APARTMENT and NOWHERE ELSE! This was IT! POSITIVE!

IT WAS THE SAME AS THE MYSTERIOUS "PROCESSION!"

that comes out of NOWHERE! NOTHING in ADVENTISM has been studied MORE that the "10 VIRGIN PARABLE!" THAT "PROVES!" the ADVENTIST CHURCH "GOES THROUGH!" That the "10 VIRGINS" give the LAST MESSAGE. BEFORE WE HAD PROOF - I proposed the IDEA that the "10 VIRGINS" do not MARRY the BRIDEGROOM - they are only "BRIDESMAIDS" that are to "LIGHT THE WAY" to the "BRIDE'S HOUSE!" I was accused of taking things "OUT OF CONTEXT!" There was NO PROOF that the "10 VIRGINS" were only "BRIDESMAIDS!" They just about shut me up. But I hung on - THEY DO NOT "MARRY" THE BRIDEGROOM! Until YEARS LATER we found it! ST Aug. 6, 1894.

BUT BEFORE THAT WE FOUND -
THE "MIRRORIOUS" BEFORE UNHEARD OF - "PROCESSION!" that comes out of NOWHERE and was NOT SEEN by CHURCH or REFORM - the LORD held His hand over it although it was there all the Time since 1900. COL 406. This gave our Message a great BOOST - !!! THAT MIRRORIOUS "PROCESSION!" PEOPLE EVERYWHERE ASKED "WHO ARE THEY - ???" We were NOT going to go off like the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" and throw out CONJECTURES right and left - so (YES!) it took us 10 YEARS before we were SURE! Now it seems so SILLY that We had not seen it before - it was there all the Time in the SAME BOOK - COL 399.

ONE HOUR BEFORE MIDNIGHT! SIMPLE as A-B-C, but we had not seen it. ONE BIBLE WORKER SAID SNEERINGLY TO ME -(she was a Bible Worker for ANDREASON) she knew that since she was 15 Years Old - ANDREASON KNEW IT! Since I am not easily BUFFALOED - I offered her something like $25.00 if she could QUOTE ANY BOOK - ANY WRITING - BY ANYONE AROUND THE WORLD that has EVER vented the IDEA that the MIRRORIOUS "PROCESSION" were the "11th Hour Men" - since it took us 10 Years to discover it - WHO WROTE THAT BEFORE WE DID - ??? THAT SHUT HER UP - she never answered.

SO WITH THIS - IT IS NOT EASY TO FIND -

NOT ONE OF US SEEN IT! It would have ENDED THE ARGU-
MENT RIGHT THERE! If they had known what I just found
NOW - !!! NO NEED OF WRESTLING WITH THE PROBLEM OF
the "ALTAR OF INCENSE" WHERE it is - IS IT MOVABLE?
THIS IDEA - THAT IDEA - the OTHER IDEA! And the
ANSWER WAS THERE ALL THE TIME! and I am SURE there
will be 100 that claim they KNEW-IT-ALL-THE-TIME! So
again I say - show me ONE BOOK -
ONE WRITING by ANYONE that pointed that out - although
it is so OBVIOUS it is almost a JOKE TO MENTION IT!

PORTABLE CENSERS - !!!

KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM -

had "CENSERS IN THEIR HANDS" their CLAIM to be the
MINISTERS OF THE LORD! And one of the greatest
MIRACLES of the World - PROVED THEY WERE NOT - !!! So
just because some JOKERS now step forth and want to
REVIVE the DECEPTIONS of the 1959 "AWAKENING!" does
not prove that the GROUND will NOT open up under their
feet. FOR THAT HISTORY WILL BE REPEATED! SOP
1:300,306. (And 20 more.) PP 402-5.

SO THE FIRST THING I LOOKED UP -

THE OLD INDEX. Then "BIBLE DICTIONARY" BY SMITH-
PELoubET. And you REMEMBER the PICTURES of PRIESTS
CARRYING PORTABLE "CENSERS!" To this Day. CATHOLIC
AND GREEK ORTHODOX PRIESTS. It shows a PICTURE of a
GOLDEN or SILVER "CENSER" on a CHAIN. They wave it
back and forth to fan the FLAME of the INCENSE - !!!!
WHY IT IS EVEN IN THE DICTIONARY! I know some will
say: "WHO DOESN'T KNOW THAT! WE KNEW IT ALL THE
TIME!"

THEN WHY ALL THE YEARS OF WRESTLING

with the problem of "PRAYERS OF SAINTS" (INCENSE!)
ARISING IN "HOLY PLACE!" but NOT in "MOST HOLY PLACE!"
The PRIEST could not carry a PORTABLE "CENSER!" any
place he went - ??? Even carry it in a "FLAMING
CHARIOT" from HOLY to MOST HOLY - !!!! IN FACT - this
is the ONLY THING that can be or will be taken from
the "HOLY PLACE!" (FIRST APARTMENT!) to the "MOST HOLY
PLACE!" As both the FATHER and the SON go in "FLAMING
CHARIOTS!" from the "HOLY" to the "MOST HOLY!" All
Christ takes is what was ALWAYS "PORTABLE!" - the
GOLDEN or SILVER "CENSER!" (With INCENSE!) EW 55 and
1846 BROADSIDE. (Last COLUMN.) As the FATHER and the
SON - vacate the "FIRST APARTMENT" they can leave
EVERYTHING INTACT - for SATAN to play around with.
They will be long gone. Without removing a THING!
This should put an END to the MAIN ARGUMENT of the
"BALLINGER BUNCH!" THE INTERCESSION GOES ON - NOTHING
TO STOP IT! MORE IS DONE IN "THE MOST HOLY" - not
LESS! PRAYERS (INTERCESSION) GOES ON WITHOUT A BREAK.
WILL SOME ONE CHECK THIS OUT - ??? THE "HIGH PRIEST"
IS NEVER WITHOUT A CENSER IN HIS HAND - !!!! THERE IS
NO BREAK IN HIS INTERCESSION! THERE COULD NOT BE - !!!!
HIS INTERCESSION is not only "DAILY!" but every
MOMENT! IN OR OUT OF ANY "APARTMENT!" And this is
FINAL! Let the "BALLINGER BUNCH" chew on this
one - !!!! PART OF 1846 "BROADSIDE" and "MY FIRST
VISION!" EW 54-6. It is also in PP 359. If they
come with "FALSE FIRE!" it is very fitting that "NADAB
and ABIHU, the sons of AARON" who brought "STRANGE
FIRE!" should have "FIRE!" come off the Altar from the Lord and "DEVoured THEM!" SOP 1:276-7. That is the FATE of them that bring FALSE DOCTRINE! It was the MAIN ARGUMENT of the BRINSMEADIOUS (BILL PARKS - BOB WHITE) that we "HAD" to be "SANCTIFIED!" in the "HOLY PLACE" because of the "ALTAR OF INCENSE!" PERIOD! What a RELIEF to get rid of THAT DELUSION since the "CENSER" is PORTABLE and can be taken ANYWHERE - !!! And MORE "SWEET INCENSE!" can be put on it - ANYWHERE and ANY TIME! This is part of the "DAILY!" No Matter WHERE the PRIEST is - he can always have the "IN- CENSE!" It is "PORTABLE!" NO PROBLEM. Not any more. We need no CLOWN to say otherwise.

A BRILLIANT MAN - !!! OR A BRILLIANT TRICKSTER - !!!

BRINSMEAD COULD NOT GET US "IN!" THE MOST HOLY PLACE! FORD CANNOT GET US "OUT!" OF IT! ANYTHING BUT ACCEPT THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!"

"NO INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!"
IS JUST AS CRAZY AS THAT - !!! ALL FALSE RELIGION IS BASED ON INSANITY - !!!

THE CRAZIEST RELIGION OF ALL -
IS A CATHOLIC PRIEST WITH "DANTE'S INFERNO!"
PROTESTANTS LIKE IT ALSO - !!!

EDITH CRISSINGER (FAR EASTERN CANADA)

CHRIST COULD USE - NO "TRAINED" PHARISEE.
DID YOU EVER READ - "AS THE TIME COMES FOR "THE LOUD CRY!" TO BE GIVEN (THE LABORERS WILL BE THOSE "NOT TRAINED!" IN) "LITERARY INSTITUTIONS!" (GOOD!) 1884 GC 242.
THIS WILL DRIVE THE "POPULAR MINISTRY, LIKE THE PHARISEES OF OLD!" 1884 GC 425. (UP THE WALL IN RAGE AND FURY! THAT ANYONE SHOULD QUESTION THEM! SO THE WILSONS AND FOLKENBERGS:) "APPEAL TO THE STRONG ARM OF CIVIL POWER, AND IN THIS WORK, PAPISTS (RAMIK!) ARE SOLICITED (BY ADVENTIST SOLICITORS!) TO COME TO THE HELP OF (ADVENTIST) PROTESTANTS!" (DO YOU SEE IT OR ARE YOU STILL "BLIND"?) (I KNOW YOU SEE IT) BUT I AM ADDRESSING THE "BLIND!" FOLLOWERS OF THE "BLIND!"

Must be AWFUL not to see what is WRITTEN HERE as we come to the END OF THE ROAD and who will be:

"OUR MOST BITTER ENEMIES!" 1884 GC 426.

WORSE THAN CATHOLICS - JEWS - UNITED NATIONS - SPIRITUALISTS - WCC - NCC - COMMUNISTS - SATAN WORSHIPPERS - MUSLIMS - DRUNKS - PIMPS - DOPE-FIENDS - WORSE THAN ANYONE ELSE ON EARTH WILL BE THOSE FIRST SEALED OVER ON THE WRONG SIDE - THE "LIVING DEAD!"

"THESE APOSTATES!" 1884 GC 426. GC 608. (IN THE MIDDLE OF THEIR "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!")

---

HOW CAN YOU TELL WHEN THEY ARE LYING - ???

"WHEN THEIR LIPS MOVE!" FROOM TRAINED THEM WELL!

IN AUSTRALIA WHEN THEY TOOK AFTER THE "INDEPENDENT MINISTRY" THEY GOT A SURPRISE - !!!

THE "INDEPENDENT MINISTRIES" LAUNCHED A "COUNTER-SUIT!" WITHOUT HESITATION! SO THE ADVENTISTS WITHDREW THEIR LAW-SUIT!

THEY WILL HAVE TO HIRE: "HESSIANS!" "MERCENARIES!"

---

YES! SR. EDITH! I JUST HAD TO FINISH THAT THOUGHT! Anyone that is a MINISTER with any MANHOOD LEFT - will RESIGN IN A HURRY - !!! NOT BE CAUGHT WITH THAT "NAME!"


"LET...THEIR "NAME" BE BLOTTED OUT!" Psa. 109:13.

"AND YE SHALL LEAVE YOUR "NAME" FOR A "CURSE!" UNTO MY CHOSEN: FOR THE LORD GOD SHALL SLAY THEE - AND CALL HIS SERVANTS BY "ANOTHER NAME!"" Isa. 65:15.
"BLESSED ARE YE, WHEN MEN SHALL...CAST OUT YOUR "NAME" AS EVIL, FOR THE SON OF MAN'S SAKE!" "REJOICE YE IN THAT DAY!" LUKE 6:22-3.
"AND THOU SHALT BE CALLED BY "A NEW NAME!"" Isa. 62:2.

WHATEVER IS "HORRIBLE!" THEY CALL: "NEGATIVE!"

Well here is something that is "HORRIBLE!" and it is "POSITIVE!" WHEN THE "SEALING!" starts - "ALL HELL! WILL BREAK LOOSE ON EARTH!" (SDA Minister in VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA.) ELLEN WHITE SAYS NO PEN can picture the Scene.

FIRST QUESTION:

With whom does the "SEALING!" start? "...BEGIN at My Sanctuary! Then they BEGAN at the ANCIENT men which were BEFORE the House!" T5:211. RH 2:105; 5:238, 242, 401. T1:198.

SECOND QUESTION:

WHEN and WHERE are the DETAILS OF THE "SEALING!" DESCRIBE? Where FORD and COTTRELL and NICHOLS and FIGHUR were DABBING around with "30 Scholars" for "30 Years!" and gave up! Could not find the ANSWER! There has to be: (A) An "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT!" to DETERMINE on whom: (B) The "SEALING!" Angel places a "MARK!" (C) "THE SLAUGHTERING ANGELS" WAIT IN THE WINGS for the "SEALING!" ANGEL to place this "MARK OF THE BEAST or HIS IMAGE!" (D) Before the "SLAUGHTERING ANGELS" can "FILL THE COURTS WITH THE SLAIN!" So many the PROPHET FAINTED and wanted to know if there would be NONE LEFT - ??? WOULD THEY "ALL" BE SLAIN? "...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. (E) SURELY THAT IS NOT POSSIBLE! IT COULD NOT BE "ALL!" (F) Is there NO PROVISION to save ANY - ??? No, not one! (G) WHY NOT - WHAT DID THEY DO THAT IS SO BAD - ??? That's just it! They did NOTHING! They let the "ABOMINATIONS!" pile one on Top of the other until they ended up in the "OMEGA!" as FAR as they could GO! And they (LIKE THE DEVIL! GC 669) MADE "NO EFFORT!" T1:181 and the ANGELS "LEFT THEM!" (THE FULL STORY - WHERE and WHY
is recorded T1:187. "LAODICEAN CHURCH" CHAPTER!
(H) They did NOTHING! What SHOULD they have done?
They should have "LEFT!" when the HOLY ANGELS "LEFT!"
in the "MIDNIGHT CRY!" "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
(I) Where is all this RECORDED? IN THE TESTIMONIES?
IN THE BIBLE?

EZEKIEL 8 IS THE "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" CHAPTER.
IT TAKES YOU TO THE VERY "OMEGA" OF "APOSTASY!"
EZEKIEL 9 IS THE "SEALING!" CHAPTER -
WHY WERE SOME NOT "SEALED?"

Now we are getting somewhere! Now you are beginning
to ask the RIGHT QUESTIONS - !!! THE "SLAUGHTERING!"
begins with the "ANCIENT MEN" (PREACHERS) and where
were they? They had their "BACK!" to the "TEMPLE!"
THEY-WERE-NOT-IN-IT-AT-ALL - !!! The "TEMPLE!"
(SANCTUARY!) HAS THE "MOST HOLY PLACE!" to the EAST!
The SANCTUARY IS CLOSED TO THE EAST! If they had
their "FACES TOWARD THE EAST!" EZEKIEL 8:16. So they
could see the "SUN!" They had their "BACKS!" to God's
TEMPLE or SANCTUARY. They had NO BUSINESS being
HOUSE!" T5:211. THE PENALTY FOR WHICH IS "DEATH!"
"
...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. THEY-DISOBEYED-ONE
-LAST-TIME! And they "REPENTED NOT!" DEFiant TO THE
END!

THEY DESERVED THE "7 LAST PLAGUES!"

THEY KEPT THEIR LAST "SUNDAY!" They "JOINED!" the
WRONG CROWD just to be "POPULAR!" GC 608. FORD SAYS
IN HIS "700 PAGE BOOK" - "NICHOLS was the one who EN-
GINEERED the KEEPING of "ASHTORETH-EASTER!" PK 229.
When the "HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY" EXPOSED IT - NICHOLS
THREATENED us with "LAW!" When I took 3 MONTHS TO
REPLY (I SHOULD REPRINT THAT PAPER!) HE GOT SO MAD HE
RUPTURED HIS AORTA - pumped his HEART DRY IN SECONDS!
HE NEVER THREATENED ANYONE AGAIN!

WHAT I WROTE UP TO THIS POINT WAS MAR 6/92. (Friday)

THIS IS NOW MARCH 10, 1992. 4 DAYS LATER.

OVER THE WEEKEND I CONTINUED READING IN THE FORD "700-
page BOOK." IMAGINE MY SURPRISE TO FIND (FORD A-148-9)
"SIR ISAAC NEWTON" expounded that TRUTH IN HIS DAY - ! NEWTON SAYS: the CENSER was: "SILVER!" And they put in: "MUCH INCENSE!" so the MOST HOLY PLACE was FILLED with "SMOKE!" NO NEED to worry about where the "ALTAR OF INCENSE!" was LOCATED as the HIGH-PRIEST COULD CARRY THE "SILVER CENSER!" any place he went. GREAT CLOUDS OF SMOKE! "MUCH INCENSE!" ("GOLDEN CENSER" in MHP.)

FORD IS A GREAT DEAL MORE HONEST -

than BRINSMEAD will ever be! HE WAS ALSO NOT AFRAID (AS BRINSMEAD WAS!) to tell the TRUTH about "HELL!" to the BABYLONIANS! BRINSMEAD was so AFRAID to lose any "INFLUENCE!" that he went SO MENTAL - he finally REPUDIATED: "FAREWELL TO RELIGION!" 100% ATHEIST.

WE CANNOT UNDERSTAND:

(A) All the CRYING and BAWLING that they would want him to "COME BACK!"
(B) To what he taught "IN THE BEGINNING!" Do they not know THAT was what TWISTED THAT GREAT MIND - ???. So that he lost ALL CONTROL! The "HOLY SPIRIT" WITHDRAWN!
(C) This is no Time to CRY and BAWL to have that STUFF REPEATED! but rather SEEK TO FIND OUT "WHERE" HE WAS WRONG - and PROVE IT TO OTHERS! No BAWLING for MORE OF THE SAME!
(D) Do you want to REMEMBER (HIM and FRED [FOREVER WRONG!] WRIGHT) "JUSTIFICATION" in the "OUTER COURT!" You want "THAT!" repeated - ???. And he NEVER DID GO into "THE MOST HOLY PLACE!" No, don't ask us to READ his EARLY WRITINGS - YOU-READ THEM - !!! I read them THEN! I read them WELL! I was the ONE that met them ON THAT POINT! (That I knew of!)

SOME FACTS:

<1> They were ALL WRONG in the Days of Noah.
<2> They were ALL WRONG in the Days of Lot (even his WIFE!)
<3> They were ALL WRONG in the Days of BRINSMEAD.
<4> It is Time to ask: WHERE and WHY were they WRONG - ???. And will that be REPEATED - ???.
<5> They were WRONG in "LOVE EVERYBODYISM!" GC 554, 556,558. Which caused them:
TO REFUSE TO "SEPARATE!" WHICH IS THE LAST 2 MESSAGES! "COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE!"

YOU CANNOT SEPARATE FROM THE "CHURCH?" "MIDNIGHT CRY!"

YOU CANNOT SEPARATE FROM THE "WORLD?" "LOUD CRY!"

YOU POOR SICK "NOBODY!"
"THEY THAT LEAD THEE - CAUSE THEE TO ERR - AND THEY THAT ARE LED OF THEM - ARE "DESTROYED!"

IF YOU CANNOT SEE THE "ERROR!" IN THIS HOUR OF THE "OMEGA!" THEN YOU ARE INDEED A "NOBODY!"

"THINK YE that God will receive, honor and acknowledge a people SO MIXED UP with the World that they DIFFER from them ONLY IN "NAME?"

SG 4:78

"THOU HAST A "NAME!" THAT THOU LIVEST - AND ART "DEAD!" Rev. 3:1.